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RMPL BULK LOTS AUCTION

Saturday, OCTOBER 4, 2008
Introduction: Many donations received by the Library are difficult to strip down or, alternatively, sell as sole
source items. That is because they are too time consuming for our volunteers or because of the absence of a market for specialty materials. Therefore, we began our “bulk lot” auctions of such donations in 2007. In this way, we
ensure that the lots get to appreciative “homes.” The bulk lots consist of cover accumulations, stamp collections,
commemorative first day cover collections or national accumulations. Lots are ordered in the list as they were
received.
Date and Time: The auction will be held at the Rocky Mountain Philatelic Library on Saturday, October 4th
beginning at 5:00 pm. We anticipate that it will close by 8:00 pm.
Viewing of Lots: The lots can be viewed at the Library the week before (and all day) Saturday, October 4th.
Lots with photo illustrations are noted in this catalog. The catalog can also be viewed on the RMPL home page
Format: The auction is a live auction with floor bidders, and mail bids received. Mail bids must arrive at the
Library by 4:00 pm on Friday, October 3rd, using the bid form at the end of this booklet. The following notations
relate to catalog value: Estimated Catalog Value = an estimate of the lot’s value, generally arrived by reviewing
the material. Such estimates are usually conservative; Actual Catalog Value = the material has been checked
against authoritative catalogs and tallied to provide an actual total; Estimated Initial Retail Value = an estimate
of the value of the lot when initially offered by commercial manufacturers; generally a conservative estimate.
Procedures:

The highest bidder takes the lot at one advance over the next highest bid.

If a mail bid is the only one for a lot and the mail bid exceeds the minimum bid, the lot shall be sold
to the mail bidder at the minimum bid.

Please Note: Where multiple mail bids are received, the starting floor bid will be the 2nd highest
of all such mail bids. For example, a lot has a minimum bid of $50; 6 mail bids are received,
the two highest of which are $75 and $90. Floor bidding will start, in the example, at $75.

In the case of ties between the highest floor bidder and a mail bidder, one advance over the highest
floor bid will be permitted (with preference given to floor bidders).

In the case of a tie between mail bidders as the highest bids, preference is accorded the earliest received bid based on postmark.
Unspecified amount “buy bids” will not be accepted. Because of the “bulk lots” nature of the auction,
all sales are final with no returns accepted.
Lots failing to draw the minimum bid will be withdrawn for future disposal /auction.
Bidding Increments:

Up to $24.99
$24.99 to $49.99
$50 to $99.99
$100 to $499
$500+

=
=
=
=
=

$ 1.00
$ 2.00
$ 5.00
$10.00
$20.00.

Payments: Successful floor bidders are expected to settle their purchases immediately after the auction. All payments (cash, checks; sorry, no credit cards) are to be made to the RMPL. Mail bidders are expected to settle their
purchases (cash, checks, money orders; sorry, no credit cards) within 2 weeks of the close of the auction.
There are no commissions assessed. However, the successful bidder is assessed a 4.4% sales tax on his/her successful, cumulative bids. The sales tax does not apply to out-of-state bidders. Successful mail bidders will be notified of the total cost, including shipping/handling. Shipping is via the USPS. To get an approximate idea of the
cost of shipping and handling costs, calculate postage from zip code 80224 (using the shipping weight shown with
each lot) to your zip code on the USPS rate calculator found at http://www.usps.gov.
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Lot #:

Description:

1. SCOTT: U.S. NATIONAL ALBUM: PART II, 1935—1976: Gorgeous, very clean, almost pristine U.S.
Scott Specialty Album for U.S. issues from 1935 to 1976 (no stamps). Album is a one and a half inch 3 ring
binder. Shipping weight = 4 lbs.
Estimated c.v. = $ 75…...Minimum starting bid…………… $ 15
2. WORLDWIDE: 400 COVERS—BIBLICAL NAMES: An extraordinary assortment of worldwide covers
donated by Mark Vainer. This assortment consists of covers with biblical and/or Jewish symbol cancellations and/or postmarks. Most covers are from Israel, but there are a number of U.S. covers and a smattering of
other country covers. All covers appear to be in good to very good condition. Shipping weight = 3 3/4 lbs.
Estimated c.v. = $ 150+…..Minimum starting bid………….. $ 25
3. THE PHILATELIC HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES: The Westport Collector’s Society incredible presentation of U.S. history in 200+ covers. Mounted in four attractive faux leather binders, the collection
is a spectacular assortment of cacheted envelopes, all addressed, tracing the origins of the U.S. from the
founding of St. Augustine, Florida through the Trans-Alaskan pipeline. All covers are franked with the appropriate U.S. stamp, and narrative descriptions of the event in American history are provided. A great method
(albeit tedious and weighty) to learning your history. Shipping weight = 17 lbs., 4 ounces.
Estimated initial retail value = $800+…...Minimum starting bid…………….$ 50
4. U.S.: SCOTT #s 3670 + 3671: A binder of first day and other event covers dedicated solely to the spaying
and neutering of dogs and cats. Sixty four (64) nicely mounted and clean covers are included, none of which
have reproduced! Shipping weight = 2 lbs., 8 ozs.
Estimated catalog value = $125………..Minimum starting bid……….. = $25
5. U.S.: US SHOW SOUVENIR CARDS: Large box containing roughly 800 U.S. Show Souvenir Cards of
the 1960s—1990s. Plus 7 framed cards, 8 1/2 x 11 frames containing souvenir cards for 1974 Milcopex,
12th Annual Westpex, 1973 ASDA National Postage Stamp Show, 1973 COMPEX, 24TH ASDA National
Postage Stamp show, 1972 INTERPEX, 1972 SEPAD. The unframed cards are in folders with multiples of 3
to 4 cards in each folder. All cards are in excellent condition. These beautifully engraved cards (produced by
the Bureau of Engraving and Printing) are listed in the Brookman’s Catalog and catalog anywhere from $2 to
$15 per card. Well worth the investment for anyone looking to start a new collecting interest, or to fill in large
holes in an already existing collection. Shipping weight = 22 lbs.
Estimated c.v. = $600+………...…..Minimum starting bid …….= $60
6. U.S.: BOX OF # 10 COVERS: Donation from Tom Surprenant, featuring approximately 300 # 10 covers,
mostly modern—addressed to Colorado Vital Statistics agency (1980s and 1990s) and Fall River (1920s),
Nebraska. Some foreign included, many airmail.
Most covers in tatty condition, but there may be a few
gems buried among all the chaff. Shipping weight = 3 lbs, 12 ozs.
Estimated retail value = $100………….Minimum starting bid ……………$ 15
7. U.S.: BOX LOT OF 1900—1910s CORRESPONDENCE: The personal correspondence of Lucille Haines
of Cedarville, Ohio spanning the years 1900– 1915. Approximately 200 covers in this box lot, all of which
contain individual correspondence. From the looks of them, any intact envelopes were previously removed,
since all the envelopes are torn along the right margin where Lucille opened the envelopes (and she wasn’t
necessarily delicate about it either). Stamps and embossed envelopes indicia are invariably torn (mostly Scott
# 300 and earlier) , albeit cancellations are intact. Shipping Weight = 3 lbs.
Estimated retail value = $100. ……………….Minimum starting bid ..…………..$15
8. TOPICAL: WORLDWIDE—SHIPS: The Fleetwood commemorative stamps and information cards published in 1986. Wonderfully informative cards detailing information on the ships portrayed on the cards.
Forty two stamps and cards are represented, ranging from the SS Laura (Faroe Islands), to the C.S. Scotia
(Cocos Islands), the Nau Vasco da Gama (Mozambique), the Southwind (Grenada) and many, many more are
depicted and described in one album.. Shipping Weight = 3 lbs.
Estimated original retail value = $75. …….Minimum starting bid …....$10
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9. U.S.: POSTAL SERVICE COMMEMORATIVE STAMP CLUB SHEETS: 10 One Inch binders— mint,
never hinged issues of U.S. between 1986 and 2000. Very nicely maintained albums containing detailed descriptions of the stamps. Stamp total must exceed 400 stamps. Shipping weight = 20 lbs.
PHOTO
Estimated Catalog Value……… $375….Actual Face Value = $200…..Minimum starting bid..$200
10. WORLDWIDE: POSTAL COMMEMORATIVE SOCIETY—INTERNATIONAL TRIBUTES TO
THE HISTORY OF FLIGHT: The magnificent 50 cover collection of worldwide dedications to air related
feats of the 20th century. Bleriot, Wrights, Sikorsky come to life in these beautifully illustrated covers from
such countries as Rwanda, Germany and India. In one reviewer’s comment: “Very pretty and attractive!” All
in a specially designed presentation case. Shipping weight = 4.oz., 6 oz.
Estimated original retail value = $750. Minimum starting bid……………….$20
11. U.S.: 50 YEARS OF U.S. COMMEMORATIVE STAMPS: Another Postal Commemorative Society special. Approximately 500 stamps spanning the years 1938 to 1988 mounted in two attractive 11 x 17 albums.
All stamps are mint, never hinged, and bear a printed postmark in white space in the area to the left, right, top
or bottom. Commemorative stamps are all described at the margins of each page. Beautifully illustrated and
displayed . Shipping weight = 7 lbs.
Estimated Original retail value = $930..Face Value = $95…... Minimum starting bid…….$ 80
12. WORLDWIDE: HARRIS SENIOR STATESMAN ALBUM, 1840 to 1970: Neat, old album with about
3,000 older stamps carefully preserved, and mounted in crystal mounts. Mostly used, pre 1940s stamps from
all the major stamp issuing countries of the world. Scattering of mint stamps. Many singles and VERY few
complete sets. An attractive collection for intermediate collector looking to fill lots of holes. Interesting issues
for such countries as Nyassa and Saar, including a Norway Tromso bypost etc.. Shipping weight = 7 lbs., 8
ozs.
Estimated c.v. = $350……... Minimum starting bid……………… $ 30
13. WORLDWIDE: 50th ANNIVERSARY WORLD WAR II COMMEMORATIVE COVERS COLLECTION: Gorgeous Postal Commemorative Society presentation of approximately 170 covers, detailing the
events of the Second World War. World wide stamps from many countries and events represented on b&w
cacheted covers, with insert cards explaining event. Great memorabilia and historical collection for WW II
enthusiasts, in two nicely designed 4 inch binders.
Shipping weight = 17 lbs., 8 ozs.
Estimated original retail = $1400……. Minimum starting bid……………$ 60
14. U.S.: STATE BIRDS AND FLOWERS OF ALL 50 STATES (SCOTT #s 1953 to 2002) POSTAL COMMEMORATIVE SOCIETY: A complete first day cover collection of the famed birds and flower set issued
in 1982. All covers are addressed and canceled from Washington, DC; all bear beautifully illustrated cachets
of the birds and flowers. Specialty binder houses collection. Shipping weight = 3 lbs.
PHOTO
Estimated retail c.v. = $75….………..Minimum starting bid………. $ 20
15. U.S.: COLLECTION of 5000+ PRECANCEL ISSUES: A terrific collection, with wide variety, of definitive issue pre 1929 precancels. Great variety. A notational entry notes a Q11, precanceled in Duluth with a
catalog value of $20.00. Who knows what other hidden treasures can be found in these locally produced precancels. Shipping Weight = 2 lbs.
Estimated retail value = $500…………….... Minimum starting bid….$ 75
16. GREAT BRITAIN: Nineteen of the lovely and well packaged presentation packets that Great Britain began
producing about two decades ago. Presentation packets provide details on the stamp, including history, printers etc. Includes: 2007: British Army Uniforms; Grand Prix; Christmas, Diamond Wedding Anniversary,
Passcendale, Machin Definitives Fortieth Anniversary; Harry Potter; Scout Centenary; Ian Fleming; 1987:
Transport and Communications; 1986: Industry Year; 2006: Celebrating Northern Ireland; 2008:Insects: UK
Species; Houses of Lancaster and York; Mayday: Rescue at Sea; Working Dogs; 1982: Cathedrals, Christmas;
1999 Wales; Scotland. Shipping Weight = 2 lbs.
Estimated c.v. = $200…………………....Minimum starting bid = $ 50
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17. CANADA: HODGE PODGE OF CANADA RELATED:
Five beautifully illustrated Canadian yearbooks (for 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998 and 2000) begins the cavalcade of stamp material for America’s northern
neighbor. Sorry, no mint stamps are included in the books, but there are 1995 and 1996 envelopes containing
most of the year sets for the two years. Two Canadian FDC Albums (sleeves, no covers) are also in the lot.
All of these are followed by thousands upon thousands of loose Canadian stamps in glassines, or mounted on
sheets of paper and stock pages. Finally, there is a small Lindner binder with single Canadian stamps (mint
and used) ordered chronologically from the 1850s to the 1980s. A great collection for the beginning, intermediate and advanced collector (seeking cancellations, varieties etc.). Shipping Weight = 20 lbs.
Estimated catalog value = $800+………….. Minimum starting bid….$75
18. U.S.: 7 FRAMED and MOUNTED U.S. SOUVENIR CARDS: Your chance to take up more space on
your stamp wall, with these nicely framed ($14 worth of frames) and mounted U.S. souvenir cards printed by
the US POD for: SEPAD 72; International New York—1972; ASDA National 72; COMPEX ’73; ASDA ’73;
MILCOPEX ’74; and WESTPEX. Shipping weight = 4 lbs.
Estimated Catalog value…………….$25…..Minimum Bid….$10
19. WORLDWIDE: SCOTT’s MODERN WORLD STAMP ALBUM: 1500 stamps in good condition, about
10% mint through 1977. Nations such as Canada, France, and Great Britain appear to be well stocked. Few
complete sets noted. Nice starter album for the aspiring worldwide collector. Shipping weight = 7.5 lbs.
Estimated Catalog Value…………$150….Minimum Bid…..$25
20. WORLDWIDE: FLEETWOOD CARDS ON TRANSPORTATION—AUTOMOTIVE: Great collection of approximately 50 specially printed Fleetwood commemorative cards featuring vehicles of every kind
— motorcycles, autos, trucks, carriages—as commemorated by nations from throughout the world. If you’re
an automobile topical collector, this album is specially made for you.
Shipping weight: 3 lbs.
Estimated original retail value……..$150…..Minimum Bid…..$10
21. WORLDWIDE: FLEETWOOD CARDS ON TRANSPORTATION—RAILROADS: Great collection
of approximately 50 specially printed Fleetwood commemorative cards featuring locomotive and streetcars of
every kind commemorated by nations from throughout the world. If you’re a railroad topical collector, this
album is specially made for you.
Shipping weight: 3 lbs.
Estimated original retail value……..$150…..Minimum Bid…..$10
22. WORLDWIDE: FLEETWOOD CARDS ON TRANSPORTATION—AVIATION: Great collection of
approximately 50 specially printed Fleetwood commemorative cards featuring aircraft of every kind comemorated by nations from throughout the world. If you’re an aviation topical collector, this album is specially
made for you.
Shipping weight: 3 lbs.
Estimated original retail value……..$150…..Minimum Bid…..$10
23. WORLDWIDE COVERS: U.S., Canadian and Israeli covers (about 400) with a common theme—namely
cancellations from towns and communities with Biblical named references. Great starter collection of covers
for those interested in the Old Testament. Think of all the time you can save in consulting your place names.
Many covers in good condition, some tatty. Shipping Weight = 5 lbs.
Estimated Catalog Value………$400….Minimum bid…$50
24. ROMANIA – BOX LOT: Yours for those cold winter nights, when you’d rather work on Romania than do
anything else! Issues running the gamut of the 20th century. Many, many, many singles and sets WITHOUT
heavy duplication. Our sales area is already loaded with two binders of Romanian material, and our excess
material received since the creation of the binders were simply emptied into the box. Box is estimated to contain at least 20,000 stamps, and likely much more than that. Includes unsold RMPL Silent Auction lots. Take
a look and see what future winter nights promise. Shipping weight = 2 lbs.
PHOTO
Estimated Catalog Value = $700+…Minimum starting bid….….$ 60
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25. POLAND – BOX LOT: Yours for those cool autumn nights, when you’d rather work on Poland than anything else! Issues run the gamut of the 20th century. Many, many singles and sets WITHOUT heavy duplication. Our sales area is already loaded with two binders of Polish material, and our excess material since the
creation of the binders were simply emptied into the boxes. Box is estimated to contain 20,000 stamps, and
likely much more. Take a look and see what future autumn nights promise. Shipping weight = 2lbs., 8 pz.
Estimated Catalog Value = $1000+…Minimum starting bid…..$ 75
26. CZECHOSLOVAKIA – BOX LOT: Yours for those warm summer nights, when you’d rather work on
Czechoslovakia! Issues running the gamut of the 20th century. Many, many, many singles AND sets WITHOUT heavy duplication. Rather than risk alienating the RMPL volunteer who sorted and arranged four 3 inch
binders of Czech stamps, the excess material since the creation of the binders were simply emptied into the
box. Box is estimated to contain at least 20,000 stamps printed by that European state, and likely much more
than that. Take a look and see what your future summer nights promise. Shipping weight = 2.5 lbs.
Estimated Catalog Value = $500+…Minimum starting bid…..$ 50
27. HUNGARY– BOX LOT: Yours for those cool spring nights, when you’d rather work on Hungary than do
anything else!!! Issues running the gamut of the 20th century. Many, many, many singles and sets. Our sales
area is already loaded with two 3 inch binders of Hungarian material, and the excess material received since
the creation of the binders were simply tossed into the box. Box is estimated to contain at least 20,000 stamps
and likely much more than that. Take a look and see what your future spring nights promise. And should you
be the successful bidder on this item as well as the earlier 3 lots, you’d have your next 365 evenings occupied!
Shipping weight = 1.5 lbs.
Estimated Catalog Value = $500+…Minimum starting bid…..$ 50
28. TURKEY– BOX LOT: Yours if you’re looking for something to do over the next year in trying to decipher
the country’s language! One box of Turkey (including Ottoman Empire) issues running the gamut of the
20thcentury, much of it prior to 1940. Many, many, many singles and sets WITH some duplication. O u r
sales area is already loaded with a binder of Turkey material, and the excess material received since the creation of the binder was simply emptied into the box rather than sorting through them. Box is estimated to contain at least 5,000 Turkish stamps and likely much more than that. There’s also a binder loaded with stamps
and exhibit pages featuring newspaper stamps. Take a look!
Shipping weight = 2 lbs.
Estimated Catalog Value = $500+...….Minimum starting bid….$ 75
29. WORLDWIDE ALBUMS: Five Harris and 4 Olympian binders chock full of the world!!! A generous
donor decided to dispose of his worldwide collection contained in these 7 binders (incidentally we threw in 2
extra, empty Volumes, #s 1 and 2). The seven parts consist of roughly 35,000 stamps to about 1980 the overwhelming majority of which are hinged. The seven parts are as follows:
O A to C (Olympian binder), about 9,000 stamps
O D to G (Olympian): posts fell apart and contents are in disarray; many mounted 4,000 stamp contents
O Ghana to Jamaica (Olympian binder) nice mint sets mounted; about 8,000 stamps mint and used
O J to M (Harris Binder), about 3,000 stamps
O N to R (Harris Album): about 4,000 stamps
O R to S, about 4,000 stamps
O S to Z, about 3,000 stamps, all hinged, several mint sets
O T to Z: about 4,000 stamps, mostly hinged, but numerous sets in mounts
A great collection to supplement your current holdings, or to fill your current holes—and still have spare
pages to trade or exchange. Worth a long look. Shipping weight: 88 lbs.
Estimated Catalog Value = $ 2,000+……..Minimum starting bid …….$ 300
30. UNITED NATIONS: Two boxes. One box of approximately 125 FDC’s (1952—53 through the early
1970s) and 300, slightly duplicated postal stationery entires (ditto years of coverage) plus 39 modern day
commercially used covers. Overwhelming majority are addressed. (Shipping weight = 6.25 lbs). Second box
consists of nearly 400 heavily duplicated U.N. FDCs, Switzerland stationery air letters; and hundreds of souvenir cards, plus U.N. singles mounted on about 800 White Ace U.N. pages, plus about 10 unopened U.N.
post office shipping envelopes. A lot of incalculable value! Shipping weight = 36.25 lbs.
Estimated catalog value. = $2000+……..Minimum starting bid………….$200
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31. SOUTH AFRICA: Box of approximately 5,000 loose, off paper issues spanning all of the 20th century.
Overwhelming majority are used; lots of topically related material and, likely, hidden treasures. Box includes unsold RMPL auction lots totaling $80 in c.v. Shipping weight = 1.25 lbs.
Estimated catalog value. = $200……..Minimum starting bid………….$25
32. SWITZERLAND: A magnificent collection of early Swiss stamp issues. These represent unsold items in the
RMPL Rocky Mountain Stamp Show Auctions of the past several years. Several of the stamps were treated
for mildew in prior years (no damage to stamps—all match colors of untreated stamps perfectly). Issues include, Scott #s: 23, 27, 74a, 84b, 85, 87b, 87b, 88, 112a, 141, 149-152, 149, 153-163, 167-180, 190-192, 200203, 200a-203a, 202, 206, 210-215, 219-25, 238-241, 243-246, 247-255, 261, 263, 344, 355-358, B18-20,
B25-28, B29-32, B37-40, B49-52, B61-64, B65-68, B191-193, B218-221, B247-251, B253, B255-56, B25761, C9, C27-C34, J1-7, J9J21, 23a, 24, 25a, 26a, 27a. All are used. For the collector just getting started or
veteran, this is a tremendous buy at the minimum starting bid.
Shipping weight =.8oz. PHOTO
Actual Catalog value. = $1,615……..Minimum starting bid………….$ 225
33. WORLDWIDE BOX LOT OF COVERS: Do we have covers! Time to get rid of the cover accumulations
that have been building up and this is one of our first offerings. Box contains mostly 20th century examples
that we previously saw fit to keep as potentially of interest to library visitors. Approximately 620 covers as
follows: 190 France; 55 Australia, 245 Austria, 38 Brazil, 16 China, 70 Czechoslovakia, 5 Denmark. Lots of
potential for filling holes in collections, or finding topically related covers for exhibits etc. Shipping weight
= 1.25 lbs.
Estimated retailvalue. = $400……..Minimum starting bid………….$50
34. CANADA BOX LOT OF COVERS: Do we have covers FOR YOU!!! Time to get rid of the cover accumulations that have been building up and this is one of our first offerings. Box contains mostly 20th century
(post 1935) examples that we previously saw fit to keep as potentially of interest to library visitors. 543 covers as follows: Cards = 52; FDC’s = 375 (many multiples of FDCs); Commercial covers = 97. Lots of potential for filling holes in collections, or finding topically related covers for exhibits etc.. Value is incalculable.
Shipping weight = 1.25 lbs.
Estimated retail value. = $500……..Minimum starting bid………….$50
35. WORLDWIDE: RMPL PICKLE JAR: The absolute best buy on the planet earth for bulk foreign stamps.
For years, the RMPL has been amassing stamps in what we cryptically call the “pickle jars.” All have sold
over the years. These are off paper worldwide stamps dumped into the jars because the time needed to sort
them out by volunteers was considered too precious. The “pickle jars” have been known to contain many high
value hidden treasures, but in this case, you’ll have to plow through about 35,000 stamps to find them. These
are among the best buys at the library because of their variety of mint and used stamps, quantity and quality.
Testimonials to them have been: “The best buy I ever got, but
still working on them 5 months later.”
Shipping weight = 7 lbs.
PHOTO
Estimated c.v. = $ 1,000…...Minimum starting bid……… $ 50
36. U.S.: FAMOUS AMERICANS ISSUE: FULL SERIES, SCOTT #s 858 THROUGH 892. Uncacheted
covers to same addressee—Lela Sampson of Hood River, Oregon. Your start to a terrific FDC cover collection. Starting bid price is 20% of the U.S. catalog value. Shipping weight = 1 lbs.
Catalog Value: = $159…..……… Minimum starting bid………....$20.00
37. UNICEF: A magnificent collection of the UNICEF Flags of the United Nations issues. The lot consists of
the 10 volumes of the set, all contained in faux leather binders and slip cases. Within each binder are the First
Day covers issued for the series, all mounted on the descriptive cards for the specific nation. Also contained
in each binder are the sheets of flag stamps commemorated by the binder, as well as the country specific flag
post cards issued by the United Nations. A lovely collection of material from the 1980s intended to benefit
the children’s organizational arm of the United Nations. Shipping weight =
45 lbs.
Estimated Retail Value: = $1,400+……Minimum starting bid……..$ 200
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38. U.S. - SCOTT’s NATIONAL COLLECTION TO 1982: Yes sir, Scott left us this album chuck full of
used U.S. stamps. Issues begin with Scott #s 10, 26, 64, 65, 94, 114, is sporadic through # 310 (e.g., has #
236, 259, 273, 284, 286, 288, 299, 310) and begins substantially in order with # 331. All stamps are in sound,
used condition and are hinged. Bottom of pages have toning marks. Sorry no high value Columbians, White
Plains sheet (does have parcel post cancelled Century of Progress sheets), or early airmails or duck stamps. A
neat, single volume that provides a great basis for completing a used U.S. collection. Shipping weight = 6.5
lbs.
Estimated Catalog Value = $ 300…..Minimum starting bid……....$25
39. U.S.: DENVER BRONCOS COMMEMORATIVE CACHET COVERS: 13 commemorative Denver
Broncos covers by the U.S. Post Office, including: 35th Anniversary Ring of Fame Broncos, 35th Anniversary Monday Night Football, 35th Anniversary The Drive; 35th Anniversary the Quarterbacks; 35th Anniversary Coaches; 35th Anniversary Super Bowl Championship History; Super Bowl 32 Champions; 32nd
Super Bowl Before Game Preliminary Cachet; 33 Super Bowl MVP John Elway; 33 Super Bowl Champions,
35th Anniversary Broncos, 1999 John Elway. Each sold originally for $10.00
Shipping Weight = 1 lb.
Actual Initial Retail Value = $130….. Minimum Starting Bid…………$30
40. MEXICO: A one inch, three ring binder chock full of Mexico. Several thousand stamps contained in the
binder with heavy duplication. Duplication is great for the specialist seeking town markings, different cancellations, etc. Includes unsold RMPL Silent Auction lots with a c.v. of $205. Shipping weight = 3.5 lbs.
Estimated Catalog Value = $ 500…..Minimum starting bid……....$50
41. BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA: Folder with approximately 120 mounted mint and used B & H (no, they
are not grocery stamps). All stamps have been neatly mounted and have a catalog value of $116, but valuation
done years ago. Great starter for the Bosnia and Herzegovina novice enthusiast. Shipping weight = .4 ozs.
Estimated Catalog Value = $ 150…..Minimum starting bid……....$30
42. DANZIG: Folder with approximately 150 mounted mint and used Danzig. All the stamps have been
neatly mounted, and have a noted 2007 catalog value of $150. Great starter for the Danzig novice enthusiast.
Shipping weight = .4 ozs.
Actual Catalog Value = $ 150…..Minimum starting bid……....$30
43. U.S. - COVERS: Thousands of used U.S. # 6 covers spanning the 1920s to 1980s. Great lot for study of
prexies, congressional free franks, postal seals and commemoratives. Shipping weight = 11 lbs.
Estimated retail value = $400………..Minimum starting bid ……..$25
44. CANADA - COVERS: 7,000 (give or take one or two) covers spanning the 1980s. # 6 envelopes showing
most of Canada’s issues of the 1980s, heavy duplication, but with lots of opportunities to study cancellations,
rate usages etc.. Shipping weight = 25 lbs.
Estimated retail value = $500…………………….Minimum starting bid ……$40
45. U.S.: 9 FLEETWOOD and POSTAL COMMEMORATIVE SOCIETY PRESENTATION PACKETS:
Extraordinarily attractive and well done commemorative packets dedicated to American history. As is usual
for these presentation packets, items are in a nice nagahyde folding booklet. These nine include: Birth of
Powered Flight (Fleetwood); James Audubon Commemorative Folio—Birds (Postal Commemorative); Carter/
Mondale Inauguration Day (Fleetwood); Ronald Reagan/George Bush (Fleetwood); American Revolution
Bicentenary Issue (colors faded to blue—Philadelphia 76 Commission); George Washington Collector’s
Panel (Fleetwood); 1976 Christmas Panel (Fleetwood); U.S. Army Bicentennial Folio (Fleetwood); America
the Beautiful (Fleetwood). Shipping Weight = 16 lbs.
Estimated initial retail value = $250…...Minimum starting bid = $20
46. MALAWI: A nice collection of stamps, FDCs and souvenir sheets for this in-demand African nation! The
successful bidder will fill out his/her Malawi 1960s and early 1970s collection with 185 mint, never hinged
stamps and 19 souvenir sheets, and 20 official FDCs from the former Nyasaland. Shipping weight = 1.5 lbs.
Estimated Catalog Value = $150….. Minimum starting bid = $25
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Lot # 14

Lot # 32

Lot # 35

Lot # 63

Lot # 67

Lot # 24

Lot # 52

Lot # 65

Lot # 66

Lot # 68

Lot # 69
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Lot # 70

Lot # 71

Lot # 86 OR 92 OR 93

Lot # 101

Deadline for Mail Bid submission:
4 pm, Friday—October 3, 2008
Catalog can be found at:
http:www.rmpldenver.org
We’re looking for lots of great men and women who
are philatelists or stamp collectors—
they are not mutually exclusive! If you’d like to
become a member look over the
application on the website.
You’ll enjoy our company.
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47. BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: QEII Coronation issue of 1953 mounted in a Washington Press White
Ace Historical Album. 88 of the full set of 108 mint stamps are lightly hinged in this colorful and informative
White Ace Album. Shipping weight = 1 lb.
Estimated Catalog Value = $100……..Minimum starting bid …….$15
48. WORLDWIDE HARRIS AMBASSADOR ALBUM: Seldom do we see worldwide albums as clean and
packed as this one, produced by H.E. Harris in 1969. The album is packed with approximately 7,000 stamps,
mostly used but cleanly mounted with little or no damaged stamps. Shipping weight = 4 lbs.
Estimated Catalog Value = $400……….Minimum starting bid………$30
49 U.S.: COVERS - 1950s & 1960s: A treasure trove of 1950s & 1960s # 10 covers containing a huge variety of issues. Slight to light duplication, but a great opportunity to find hard to secure commercially used
commemorative and regular issue covers for rate and cancellation studies, etc. Shipping weight = 25 lbs.
Estimated Catalog Value = $400…………..Minimum starting bid = $30
50. GREAT BRITAIN: BOX OF COVERS: A nice assortment of 122 British commercially used covers spanning the 1920s to the 2000s. Approximately 10 meters and 10 postcards are included in the lot. Many commemorative issues noted, as well as about 20 Machin covers. Shipping weight = 1.5 lbs.
Estimated catalog value = $175……...Minimum starting bid = $20
51. GERMANY: BOX OF COVERS: A nice assortment of 184 German commercially used covers spanning
the 1990s and 2000s, plus 70 First Flight Lufthansa covers of the 1960s. Approximately 9 postal stationery
items are included in the lot. Many commemorative and topical issues noted. Shipping weight = 2.5 lbs.
Estimated catalog value = $200……...Minimum starting bid = $30
52. U.S.: NATIONAL AIRMAIL WEEK: Group of 26+ # 10 commercially used envelopes of the American
Crystal Sugar Company and mailed from Oxnard, CA., East Grand Forks, MN., and Mason City, Iowa during
the 1938 National Air Mail Week campaign. Most frequently seen stamp is the 6 cents orange, winged globe
issue. Most covers are in good to excellent condition, with tatty top margins where sliced open (none were
torn open). Shipping weight = .5 lbs.
PHOTO
Estimated catalog value = $70……...Minimum starting bid = $10
53. U.S.: 3 SETS OF FDCs: Three sets of distinct U.S. FDCs are represented in the lot. First, is an unaddressed
FDC set of the 1982 Birds and Flowers (it appears to be missing one cover). Second, is an addressed complete set of the Famous Americans issues of the 1940s. Finally, there is a completed, addressed set of the Famous Americans issue of the 1950s (including the $1 and $5 values). Shipping weight = 2.5 lbs.
Estimated catalog value = $300……...Minimum starting bid = $50
54. SAAR: Group of 130 mint, no gum Saar issues of the 1950s and 1960s. Unfortunately, the collector had
licked all the stamps, and the only way to remove them was to wash them free of gum. So what you have here
is a beautiful assortment of Saar engraved issues, with no gum, offered at a bargain basement price. Issues
include: Scott #s 263-282; 289-308, 250, B76, B89-90, 205 , 222-224, 228, B75, B82, B74, B77-81, B88 B219. The actual catalog value presented below is for 90 of the stamps that were tallied, another 40 were not
tallied for valuation purposes. Shipping weight = .25 lbs.
Actual Catalog value = $300……...Minimum starting bid = $30
55. WORLDWIDE BICENTENNIAL COVER LOT: Group of approximately 150 modern day covers commemorating the Bicentennial of American independence in 1976. Most appear to be Fleetwood First Day
Covers. Tremendous variety of well illustrated covers and topical stamps. Shipping weight = 1 lb.
Estimated Initial Retail Value = $300…...Minimum starting bid = $30
56. U.S.: SIGNERS OF THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE and PRESIDENTS OF THE U.S.: A
magnificent presentation by Fleetwood and authorized for the 1976 Centennial Celebration. The three ring,
padded binders contain detailed biographical sketches. With each biography are special commemorative
event covers. An extraordinarily attractive matched set of binders. Shipping weight = 12 lbs.
Estimated retail value = $200….. Minimum starting bid = $30
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57. U.S.: BICENTENNIAL FLAGS OF THE U.S. FDCs: A magnificent leatherette album housed in a slipcase containing all 50 issues of the 1976 Bicentennial State Flags, Scott # 1633-1682. The album contains a
specially printed Fleetwood book detailing discussion of all the State flags. Shipping weight = 4 lbs.
Estimated Catalog Value = $100…..Minimum starting bid = $20
58. TOPICAL: WORLDWIDE COMMEMORATIVE COLLECTION OF JFK COMMEMORATIVE
STAMPS: Produced by Fleetwood, this two volume album contains hundreds upon hundreds of stamps and
souvenir sheets honoring the late President. All are mint, and mounted on JFK commemorative pages from
throughout the world. Shipping weight = 9 lbs.
Estimated Catalog Value = $300…….Minimum starting bid = $50
59. U.S.: AMERICAN BICENTENNIAL COMMEMORATIVE COMMISSION FOLIO: Scott #s 1686—
1689 mint Sheets mounted in a 4 part plain leather folio issued by the Commission. Shipping weight = 4 lbs.
Actual Catalog Value = $25……………….Minimum starting bid = $15
60. WORLDWIDE: THE INTERNATIONAL COLLECTION OF WORLDWIDE FDCs: Fleetwood outdid themselves in this 3 volume set. Not only are the albums gorgeous faux leather bound binders, but they
are also housed in nagahyde slip cases. In each is contained approximately 125 specially printed pages upon
which are mounted first day covers from throughout the world. And these are not some “sand dune” country
FDC’s, but rather collectible and desirable FDCs from the more prominent postage issuing nations of the
world, featuring a wide array of topical covers—including space, birds, ships, planes. A very well done collection that’s worth keeping intact and displayed in your stamp collecting library. Shipping weight = 21 lbs.
Estimated Initial Retail Value = $800+………..Minimum starting bid = $75
61. U.S.: APPROXIMATELY 125 FDC PROGRAMS AND SOUVENIR CARDS: Special commemorative
cards issued by the USPS upon the occasion of the issuance of new stamps, and souvenir programs from FDC
events. Most of the memorabilia is from the 1970s. Well worth a look. Shipping weight = 2.75 lbs.
Estimated Catalog Value = $200……………...Minimum starting bid = $20
62. U.S.: LINE PAIRS, MNH: 18 Scott # issues of the 1950s—1980s as line pairs, with 28 total examples.
Scott #’s include 1054, 1954a, 1055, 1056, 1057, 1058, 1059, 1059a, 1229 (3x), 1305 (3 x), 1519, 1618 (2 x),
1625, 1743, 1908 (2 x), c41 (3 x), C 73 (3 x), and C 82 together with several used pairs. Ship weight= .25 lbs.
Actual Catalog Value (2005)= $108…………………….Minimum starting bid = $35
63. U.S.: PREXIE ISSUE FDCs: 47 FDCs by a variety of manufacturers. Some are addressed, most are not.
All are in very good condition. Catalog values tallied for cover alone, not taking into account cover manufacturer. Total catalog value amounts to $306. Scott #s include: 804 (3); 804b, 806b, 807a (2), 840–47, 816,
817, 818, 819, 820, 821—32, 841, 842, 844, 848-51. Shipping weight = .5 lb.
PHOTO
Actual Catalog Value = $310 +…………………….Minimum bid = $35
64. U.S. WHITE ACE PLATE BLOCK ALBUM, 1932—1951: Pages provide space for 145 U.S. plate blocks
covering the period. Presently half filled with 75 mint, never hinged plate blocks mounted in crystal mounts.
Shipping weight = 3.5 lbs.
Estimated Catalog Value = $ 70…………………..Minimum bid = $30
65. AUSTRALIA: AUSTRALIAN BICENTENNIAL COLLECTION: The 1988 collection of Australia’s
Bicentennial issues contained in 5 attractive booklets housed in a specialty slip case. The five booklets all
contain magnificently displayed folders containing specific Bicentennial issues associated with the booklets,
entitled: The First Fleet, Botany Bay, Sydney Cover, Navigators and Shipwrecks, and the First Australians.
Shipping weight = 3 lbs.
PHOTO
Estimated Original Retail Value = $50…………….Minimum Bid = $20
66. MIXED USE STOCK BOOK: A very attractive 4 ring 10 x 10 leather stock book with 100+ Vario style
black stockpages waiting to be filled. Shipping weight = 3.5 lbs.
PHOTO
Estimated original retail value = $40………..Minimum bid = $10
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67. BRITISH COMMONWEALTH COVERS: 46 FDCs from throughout the Commonwealth. Mostly 1940s
and early 1950s, with a number of covers commemorating Queen Elizabeth’s marriage and her coronation.
10 New Zealand covers. Almost all covers are in excellent condition. Shipping weight = .5 lbs.
PHOTO
Estimated catalog value = $125……………..Minimum bid = $25
68. WORLDWIDE 19TH CENTURY COVERS: An assortment of 23 worldwide covers mostly from the 19th
century. Assortment contains 2 Serbia covers, circa 1885 in very good condition, 1 Canada C7 cover, 1 Austrian postal card—exposition card (Higgins & Gage # 21a), 5 used Wurttenberg postal cards ( H&G 3’s 20 (2
x), 26, 34, 40), Germany postal card (H&G 25), WWI German feldpost with Stettin cancel, and 12 U.S. covers including a certificate # 65, a 1 1/2 cents Harding precancel, 2 mourning covers, a 1980s $2 Special Delivery, an 1868 3 cents railroad on cover, an 1862 3 cents George Washington # 65 on cover, another as a
Civil War patriotic and several other 19th century pieces. Shipping weight = .5 lbs.
PHOTO
Estimated catalog value = $ 400…………...Minimum Bid = $50
69. 3 ANTIQUE SCOTT INTERNATIONAL POSTAGE ALBUMS: 3 very good condition Scott International Postage Stamp Albums from the turn of the century. One album—the 1901-1905 (1905) 20th Century
Edition had been used ever so slightly—its margin edge is frayed. The 19th century edition (1902) is generally pristine—except for the U.S. section. It also has a slightly frayed margin edge. The 3rd volume (10th
Edition— printed in 1892) is the most worn of the three, with evidence of many stamps having been removed.
A great set of old time albums to fill with early worldwide stamps from throughout the world (which are also
available from the Library)! Shipping weight = 10.5 lbs.
PHOTO
Estimated retail value = $350……….Minimum bid = $50
70. TOPICAL COLLECTION: SPORTS ON STAMPS and RELATED:. Lot includes attractive wall plaque
from Bangkok 2007 Stamp Show, suitable for wall mounting as is; book on Giulio Bolaffi (his life story,
signed by him; knowledge of Italian is a plus to translate the book), as well as 65+ sports related covers
(including 4 Japan 1958-59 sports FDCs (JSCA 1995 Catalog lists for 3,000 yen for C267-68, C275-278,
C282-83, C301-305); 4 Disney Sheets of St. Vincent and Grenadines of Mickey’s Scientists, and several small
packets of worldwide sports related stamps with values between $1 and $31. A terrific collection for the
sports collector. Don’t pass on this one. Shipping Weight = 4 lbs.
PHOTO
Estimated Retail Value……….$150……. Minimum Bid = $25
71. U.S.: AMERICAN REVOLUTION BICENTENNIAL COMMEMORATIVE COVERS: Three binders
with slip cases containing 188 commemorative covers on the American Revolution. Produced by Fleetwood,
these covers are your introduction to the history of the American Revolution in one place, without searching
for all that information in those tedious history books. The covers all bear commemorative cachets of the
event being depicted and were cancelled in/for towns bearing a connection to the event being depicted in either Canada or the U.S. A great short course in American history, beautifully mounted and protected. Shipping weight = 16 lbs
PHOTO
Estimated Original Retail Value……….$800……. Minimum Bid = $50
72. U.S.: READER’S DIGEST FDC COLLECTION: A neat collection of 51 mounted U.S., unaddressed
FDCs spanning the years 1979 to 1981. Each FDC contains a detailed two page, narrative discussion of the
individual and/or the history reflected by the stamp. Issues include: Einstein, Endangered Flora, Guide Dogs,
Special Olympics, 1980 Olympics, Christmas, Flowers, Space Shuttle, Professional Management, Wildlife
Habitats, Disabled Persons, Edna St. Vincent Millay, Alcoholism, American Architecture, James Hoban,
Yorktown, Virginia Capes, Christmas 1981, U.S. Desert Stamps and several more and a Certificate of Authenticity! Shipping weight = 5 lbs.
Estimated Original Retail Value……….$ 500…..Minimum Bid = $ 40
73. U.S. CELEBRATE THE CENTURY LOT: A beautiful collection of the set housed in a USPS commemorative souvenir folder. MNH. Scott numbers 3182 to 3191. Face Value of $32.40. Sets of these have
been hot sellers at RMPL auctions—don’t let it get away from you! Shipping Weight = 1 1/2 lbs. PHOTO
Actual 2008 Scott’s C.V……$128… Minimum Bid = $55
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74. WORLDWIDE MIX OF UNSOLD RMPL AUCTION LOTS: 5 countries are represented in this wonderful assortment of issues. Brazil = C.V. of $100, Scott #s 59, 60, 66, 78, 2070x 8 (Mint), P24 (Mint); Canada
= C.V. of $127, Scott #s 15, 37b, 51, 146-148, 203, 312 (mint block), 541 (mint block); New Caledonia =
C.V. of $60, Scott #s 219 x 2, 220, 222 x 2, 857, 882; Nicaragua = $278, Scott #s (all mint) 76, 97, 98, 98G,
108, 109, 109e, 109h, 109k, C203-214, O97, 0112, 0117; Thailand = $128, Scott #s 282, 295, 449 x 2, 467 x
2, 475, 484, 508, 512 x 2, 1248 & 1407 on cover, 1251, 1252. A great assortment of the stamps you need.
Shipping Weight = 1/2 lb.
Actual Scott C.V. = ………………..$793… Minimum Bid = $60
75. CHINA UNSOLD RMPL SILENT AUCTION LOTS: We merged three China parcels to come up with a
unified China! Yes, the Republic of China, the People’s Republic of China, and Hong Kong are all represented in this lot that takes your breath away!! Republic of China: Scott #s 1296-1301 (MNH), 1323-26
(MNH), 1430-32 (MH) People’s Republic of China: #s 62 (MNG), 128-129 (MNG), 141a, b, d (MNH);
144a—d (MNH); 149 a—d (MNH); 149a, c, d (MNH); 1L150 (MNG); 936 pair (CTO); 1l137 1l162 (MNG);
Hong Kong: 43a, 217, 185-189 (MNH); 402, 651E; 778 x 2, 1013 x 2J1, 2. It’s such a great lot that you’ll go
out and buy ivory chopsticks with the money you save. Shipping weight = 1/4 lb.
Actual Scott C.V…………………..$380...Minimum Bid = $40
76. BELGIUM: UNSOLD RMPL SILENT AUCTION LOTS: How do you say “Great Scott” in three languages! I don’t know how, but here’s your chance to get a super lot of stamps in a language that everyone
can understand—cheap (depending on the bidding). Belgium Scott #s included: # 6, 7, 10, 11, 16, 21, 46, 54,
72, 461, B27, Q5, Q6, Q20 (MH), 045. Early issues have their usual trimming faults; who knows if B 27 is
legitimate (not counted in tally). And just to add “joie de vivre” (cuz I can’t add spice) to this lot, we’ve
added 10 France lots: Scott #s: 22, 121 (MH), 131, 247B, 261, 300n, B 148 (albino strip of 3); 705, N12a, 3
French Polynesia postal cards. Shipping weight = .25 lbs.
Actual Scott C.V………………………….$410...Minimum Bid = $40
77. EUROPE HODGEPODGE: UNSOLD RMPL SILENT AUCTION LOTS: Three empires are represented
in this lot that spans the length and breath of Europe—you can go far with these stamps. Austria: 9b, 10a,
12, 22, 23 x 2 (treated for mildew); 81a, 161 (MNH), 199 (MH), 339, B142-145 (MNH), C20 (MNG), PR6,
Offices in Turkey 2, 6b, 15x 2, Lombardy-Venezia 4f, 11, 17, ; Portugal: 37b, 79 x 2 (MNG), 578, 650—
657 (treated for mildew); 813-15 (MNG), 1030, 1031, 1033; Russia: 25, 30, 72, 1341a x 2; 1652-54 (MNH);
2445-48 x 2 (MNH); 3500 (block of 4; MNH), B121-26, B127-36, 1921 Russian Civil War Cover, Great Britain Offices in Turkey via Constantinople; Near East Relief, Tiflis, Georgia. Shipping weight = .25 lbs.
Actual Scott C.V. ………………………..$650… Minimum Bid = $55
78. GHANA COLLECTION of FDCs—MYSTERY LOT: Alvin McIntosh of West Allis, Wisconsin went to
the trouble of getting one Ghanian stamp postmarked in 84 Ghanian towns on May 5, 1962 on # 10 envelopes. Celebrating United Nation’s Day, oddly the stamps are not Scott nor Stanley Gibbons listed under
Ghana or the United Nations. Those covers are now yours (subject to your high bid) to research to carry on
Mr. McIntosh’s fantasy or to resolve their mystery and specific Ghanian location. Shipping weight = 2 lbs.
Estimated retail Value……………………$50… Minimum Bid = $5
79. TOPICAL—SPACE: 25TH ANNIVERSARY OF LANDING ON MOON: Fleetwood commemorated
the voyage of Apollo 11 with the issuance of a 31 cover set on July 20, 1994 dedicated to America’s space
program through the Apollo program, issued for individual countries. Each cover has narrative presented on
the reverse of the commemorative cachet. Countries include: Guyana (Alan Shephard), Niue (Gus Grissom),
Aitutaki (John Glenn), Gambia (final Mercury Mission), Ghana (First Gemini mission), New Zealand
(seldom seen July 20, 1969 commemorative holographic stamp), Turks and Caicos Islands (Final Apollo Mission). Beautifully done commemorative covers. Shipping weight = 1/4 lb.
Estimated Retail Value…………….$120… Minimum Bid = $15
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80. TOPICAL— FLORA and FAUNA OF THE WORLD: Fleetwood commemorated the flora and fauna of
the world in 1979 + 1980 with 42 worldwide FDCs. Nations include: Romania (4—fauna); Mauritius (2),
Vanuatu (2), Russia (5—Birds); Maldives (4 flowers); DDR (1), Mongolia (4— sea life; do thay have any?);
Malta (42); Hungary (5—insects); Mongolia (2—insects, which they probably have); Falkland Islands (6—
seal life of which they have plenty!); Finland (2—exciting mushrooms). Shipping weight = 1/4 lb.
Estimated retail value………………$150… Minimum Bid = $15
81. U.S. - REVENUES ON DOCUMENT: Entire and partial documents with affixed revenue stamps, generally small denominations, includes: Series of 1914 (5 documents, one bears R220); Series of 1917(2 document), Series of 1940 (1 document), Series of 1943 (4 documents), Series of 1945 (4), Series of 1952 (2). A
nice collection of warranty deeds to grace your revenue collection (McGruer). Shipping weight = 1/4 lb.
Estimated Catalog Value………….$100… Minimum Bid = $20
82. WEST GERMANY: A collection of used West Germany on Scott pages, spanning the years 1948 to 1985.
Most of stamps (roughly 600) have been mounted (many CTOs). Collection appears to be 75% complete.
Numbers of Russian occupation stamps included (used, some mint); but a number have been removed.
Stamps of Finsterwalde are also included (mint). Shipping Weight = 2 lbs.
Estimated Catalog Value………$300… Minimum Bid = $40.
83. CINDERELLAS: SMALL STOCKBOOK OF ABOUT 300: A whole variety of stamps were stuck away
in this album by Gene McGruer, with no notable arrangement. Stamps include those of: Suez Canal Company; Thule; Randall Company; Ethiopian Albino (??); Utah; Thomond; International Stamp Exhibition;
Epirus; Republik Maluku Selantan; Newark Philatelic Exhibition; Union (1863) Railroad Pass; British Empire
Revenue Stamps; U.S. Postal Mail Train; Spain. This is one assemblage where it can truly be said—”Who
knows what it’s worth?” Shipping Weight = 1 1/4 lb.
Estimated Catalog Value…………….$200... Minimum Bid = $30
84. U.S.: CORRESPONDENCE and FAMILY MEMOBILIA OF SGT. JOE THOMPSON:. A wonderful
trove of covers and correspondence of Sgt. Joe Thompson to his wife and family between 1943 to 1954. Most
of the correspondence (roughly 100 letters) and contain a variety of APOs. Shipping weight = 1 1/2 lb.
Estimated Catalog Value……………$300....Minimum Bid = $25
85. U.S.: V-MAIL STUDY: Three envelopes containing over 100 V Mails of World War II, consisting of
the envelopes and their contents. Virtually all envelopes contain slip notes detailing window type, size, flap
type, paper thickness, dash information, penalty size information, colors and cancels if applicable; and APO
remarks, location of APO and date of mailing. Third packet contains examples of exploded envelopes and
respective knives. Outstanding collection of these miniature sized reminders of letter writing in the Second
World War. Studied by Gene McGruer. Shipping weight = 2 1/2 lbs.
Estimated Catalog Value……………$400....Minimum Bid = $50
86 U.S.: HUGE COLLECTION OF SOCKED ON THE NOSE: Beginning with the Army and Navy issue of
the 1930s and continuing through the 1990s what we have here is a used collection of what we believe to be
mostly socked on the nose cancellations, assembled by Gene McGruer. For those collectors with a passion for
these collection varieties, here’s your chance to get in on a large supply (guesstimate = 3,000 stamps) at a low
bid price. As always, we cannot guarantee that every stamp is as described (i.e. socked on the nose) or exactly centered, but you’ll have fun finding them and adding to your collection. Shipping weight = 6 lbs.
Estimated Catalog Value……………….$ 500… Minimum bid = $40
87. GREAT BRITAIN: 80 FDCs 1985 to 1986: 80 Fleetwood FDCs mounted in a Showgard Cover Album.
As usual, generally beautifully illustrated and bearing a cancellation of the first day, together with a narrative
explanation on the reverse. Issues include Safety at Sea (4 + composite); Heritage of British Composers (4 +
composite); Royal Mail’s 350th Anniversary (4+ composite); King Arthur (4 + 1 composite); British Stars of
the Silver Screen (4+ 1 composite); Pantomines (5+ 1 composite); Industry Year (5 + 1 composite); Halley’s
Comet (4 + 1 composite); Birthday of Queen Elizabeth (4 + 1 Composite); English fauna (4 + 1 composite);
Medieval Era ( 4 + 1 composite); Commonwealth Games ( 4 + 1 composite); Royal Wedding of Prince Andrew (2 + 1 composite); Commonwealth conference; RAF 50th Anniversary (4 5 + 1 composite); Christmas
(6 + 1 composite). Shipping Weight = 2 1/2 lbs. Estimated retail Value….$250… Minimum Bid = $40
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88. U.S.: UNSOLD RMPL AUCTION LOTS: Another opportunity to feast on unsold RMPL Silent Auction
lots, this time involving 14 unsold lots. Issues include: Scott # 73 (Andrew Jackson), 136, 145, 205 (x 3),
210, 343 New England Stamp Company Cover, 476, December 8, 1941 M Day Cover, Admiral Byrd Visit to
Lorain, Ohio cover; E2, F1 (MH, poor centering), 1869 Charleston, WV Salt Property envelope and enclosure
with 3 cents transportation stamp, QE4, UX 102 cards (x 2). Shipping Weight = .25 lbs.
Actual Catalog Value………………………..….$420… Minimum Bid = $60
89. GERMANY: UNSOLD RMPL AUCTION LOTS: Every, time it rains and rains, pennies from……. This
Germany lot involves 36 unsold lots. Issues include: Scott # 727 (MNG), Hamburg 22 (MH), Thurn &
Taxis— Southern District 47 (MH), Wurttenburg 25 (missing perf); Wurttenburg O176—183, Germany 247
(used— cancel appears to be ok), 282 (used—cancel appears to be ok), 36b (pen cancel), 432-35 (used), 669
(used), 683 (used), B329 (used), B359 (used), 3N13 (used), 3N13a, 9N59 (used); Berlin 9N92 (used), Berlin
9N115 (MH), 9N169 (used); 10N 29-44 (used, missing 10N38), DDR 79 (used), DDR 103-106 (used), DDR
126-128, DDR 129 (used—cut perfs), DDR 126 (MH x 2), DDR 132 (used), DDR 134a (MH), DDR 135
(MH), DDR 135 (7 MNG), DDR 10B6-10 (used), DDR b21, DDR O3, DDR O9, DDR O10 (MH), DDR O17
(MH), DDR O33-36 (LH). Shipping Weight = 1/2 lb.
Actual Catalog Value:……………..…..$775… Minimum Bid = $100
90. GREAT BRITAIN: UNSOLD RMPL AUCTION LOTS: Another wonderful auction lot of unsold RMPL
auction lots from years past. 53 unsold lots, with catalog values from 2000 to 2006. Issues include: 32
(used), 49 (used, plate # 6), 57 (used, plate # 2, faults), 58 (used), 61 (used, plate 18), 67 (used in Gibraltar,
Stanley Gibbons 41, plate 12, cats 45 pounds), 68 (used—plate 18), 81 (used x 2), 82 (used, plate 22; perfs
trimmed along top, 700 numeral cancel), 101 (used), 112, 113, 115, (used), 112 (used), 113 (used x 2), 116
(used x 3), 117 (used), 119 (used), 120 (used), 122 (used—missing perfs lower right), 129 (used x 3), 129-132
(all used x 3), 130 (used), 130 and 133-135 (used), 131 (used x 5), 132 (used), 133 (used x 2), 133 (used), 134
and 138a (used), 134 (used x 2), 135 (used x 3), 138 (used), 144 (used x 2), 145 (used), 148 (used), 180 (used,
heavy cancel), 179 (used, heavy cancel), 205-208 (used), 208 (used x 2), 286-89 (all used), 287 (MLH), 288
(used x 2), 289 (used x 3), 305 (used, watermark 289), 310 (MLH), 311 (used, heavy cancel x 2), 313—316
(all used), 312 (used, heavy cancel), 317—333 (all used), 326 (used), Offices in Tangier # 579—582 (MH),
Jersey 49—52 (MH). Shipping Weight = 3/4 lb.
Actual Catalog Value…………$3,091……….. Minimum Bid = $250

91. SCANDINAVIAN HODGE PODGE plus SPAIN TO BOOT: UNSOLD RMPL AUCTION LOTS: I
had to get a large enough lot of Scandinavia together, so what better way than to get some Spanish mixed in
there with those Scandinavian speakers. (Habla Norsk!). And here are the following 36 lots. Denmark:
Treated for Mildew = TFM: 3 (used, crease, TFM), 4 (used—TFM), 27 (used—TFM), 31 (used—TFM), 31b,
32 (used—TFM), 35 (used), 50 (used), 52 (used), 65—68 and 70 (used, TFM), 132—134 (used—TFM), 164175 (used), 210 –219 (used—TFM), P1—4 and 6—10(used—TFM), P2 (used), O9 (used), O11 (used—poor
centering), P2 (used); Sweden: 12 (used—TFM), 16 (used TFM), 34 (used), 38 (used), 44 (used), 134
(used—TFM), 277 (MNH), J4 (MNG, poor centering), Spain: 264 (used), 281 (MH—missing perfs), 409
(MNH), 413 (MNH), 427 and 429 (MLH), 499 (MH), 702a to 705a (MNH), O12-O19 (MH), O12—19
(MHN). Shipping Weight = 2 lbs.
Actual Catalog Value = ……………….$1,243… Minimum Bid …$125

92 U.S.: SCOTT NATIONAL ALBUM, CHOCK FULL OF SOCKED ON THE NOSE: This collector
enjoyed his socked on the nose used stamps, as this album will attest. He sought out as many perfectly centered cancellations as he possibly could find beginning as early as 1861. Nice collection, cleaner than average. Among the more notable of the stamps included are U.S. Scott #s: 63 (2 @ $50 each); 146, 150 ($30);
149 ($95), 148 ($35), 157, 161, 159, 178 (negative 5 cancel), 209, 188, 237, 236, 235, 290, 296, 306, 307, 327
($30), 30 ($30), 413, 448, 472, 476 (Heavy Cancel), 497 ( MH); 497 ($55 pair), 524 ($35), 573, 572, 656
($65—line pair), 735, 750 ($27), 834, 1053, and Bicentennial Souvenir Sheets. (McGruer collection) Shipping Weight = 6 lbs.
Estimated Catalog Value = ………………$1,000… Minimum Bid = $150
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93. U.S.: SCOTT NATIONAL ALBUM, CHOCK FULL OF SOCKED ON THE NOSE: This collector
enjoyed his socked on the nose used stamps, as this album will attest. Beginning with 1851 and continuing
through 1982, he sought out as many perfectly centered cancellations as he possibly could find. Nice collection, but slightly more dinged up than previous one. Includes a number of mint and used booklet panes.
Among the more notable of the stamps included are U.S. Scott #’s: 11, 26, 65, 114 (damaged), 150
(steamboat stamp), 282c, 283, 290 ($30), 306, 307, 325 ($25), 348 ($50), 413, 411, 435, 434, 472, 495, 572,
723, 750, 834, 1053, 552a, 554c, 632a, 634d, C10a (booklet pane, $130, Mint, NH), 639a (booklet pane), 651a
(booklet pane), C60a (booklet pane), C64b (booklet pane x 2); C4, E3 ($40), E8, E9, Shanghai Cover ($25
estimated), O3, O16, O24 ($50), O37, O89, O79, O78,O84. (McGruer) Shipping Weight = 6 lbs.
Catalog Value =
………………$925… Minimum Bid = $175
94. U.S.: MIXED LOT OF USPS SHOW CARDS, FIRST DAY PROGRAMS, and FIRST DAY CEREMONY FOLDERS: We tried every which way we could, but we just couldn’t keep them apart. Therefore,
you get the pleasure of bidding and owning a hodge part of First Day related memorabilia, including: the
1992 Chinese New Year issue (x2), the 2000 TVA Program (x 2), and Grapes of Wrath FDC, the 1979 First
Day program for the 50 cents Americana Series, 2006 Champlain Program and FDC, 2006 Christmas
Madonna Program and First Day; 10 USPS Show Cards (Nordposta, 76, 81), 1983 Joint German issue,
WIPA 1981, Essen, National Stamp Collecting Month 1981 and 1982, Brasiliana 83, and the 1983 International Philatelic Memento card, a Sylvanus Thayer FDC card and a Maury Pautz special FDC of the October
9, 2004 cloud stamp. Shipping Weight = 1 lbs.
Estimated Catalog Value = ….. $100… Minimum Bid = $15
95. U.S.: REVENUE COLLECTION: A collection of U.S. revenues, first issues through duck stamps.
Mounted in Scott specialty album revenue pages. Condition about as usual for these issues. Noted are a future
delivery hand stamp provisional, a prohibition medicinal alcohol prescription blank, and some nice match and
medicine. Approximately 150 stamps catalogued and cited below out of the contents of roughly 1800 stamps:
PN 1—18 (c.v. = $37); PR 114 ($25); PR 115 ($8); Q2-9 ($65); Q3—9 ($100); Q12 ($45); U017($9); R25a
($7); R60A ($5); R27b ($6); R4a ($17); R7c ($30); R8c ($40); R28c ($35), R39 ($15), R47 ($9), R49-50
($58), R52 ($16), R53 ($7), R54c(-61c (($35), R63a-R65c ($21), R66—72c ($70); R84c ($20), R85c & R87c
($125), R88c & 89c ($19), R114 ($90), R118 ($8), R140 ($40), R148 ($35), R178 ($6), R198 ($30), Mortgage
Note—1949 ($15), R376 ($5), R553 ($10), R678 ($10), R724 ($30), RB1 ($12), RC18 ($8), RC20 ($15),
RE30 ($7), RE19 ($42), RE56($65), RE79 ($200), RE105 ($17), Re156 ($6), RE198 ($6), RE203 ($7), RE5863 ($49), RG64 ($15), RH2 ($60), RI1—RI13 ($77—Hinged), RJ1 to RJ11 ($35), RK1 to RK5 ($219), RK27
($30), RL1 to RL5 ($14), RS39 ($10), RS155 ($8), RS 150 ($14), RS116 ($35), RV38 ($45), RV53 ($21),
RVB1 ($38), RW3 ($350, NC), RW11 ($30), RW12 ($25), RW13 ($16), RW14 ($50), RW15 ($16), RW16
($15), RW17 ($12), RW18 ($85), RW21, 23, 24, 25 ($10 each), Oleomargarine Stamps (12m 30, 32, 12
Brown, 60, 20, 20, 8 part sheet of 20; $6 special tax stamp = $150+); Cigar and Customs Stamps; Old Package
of Raleigh Cigarettes (1944) with coupon and tax paid stamps; RJA 12 ($10), RJA 14 ($20), RJA49 ($10),
RJA 51 ($10), RJA 67 ($16), RJA 74 ($10), REA 190 ($60), REA 191 ($20), REA 192 ($10), Meat Inspection
Stamp, Prescription Form for Medical Liquors (unused); Confederate #12b ($10), OXFo1 ($8), and Telegraph
Stamps. Plus a whole lot of other revenue stamps not cataloged. Shipping weight = 5.5. lbs.
Actual Catalog Value of Above Numbered Stamps:……..$3,200… Minimum Bid… = $500
96. SUPPLIES: Twenty excellent condition FDC binders, all uniform in appearance. Can’t tell manufacturer.
A review of Subway Stamp Catalogue shows such albums (4 pocket, two to each side; about 50 pages per album) cost between $13 and $25 each. Shipping Weight = 40 lbs.
Estimated Retail Value……………..$300+… Minimum bid…. $125
97. GERMANY: One man’s trove of Germany inflation issues, spanning Michel #s 200 to 322, plus Prussia #s 2
to 98. Gene McGruer carefully studied the issues of the period and sorted thousands upon thousands of these
issues into the envelopes jamming this box. The total number of stamps easily exceeds 10,000 stamps and
provides a wonderful assortment of material for fly specking purposes. The following were noted: Michel 19
(2 @2 Euros); 203 (25 @ 3 E); 204 (16 @ 15E); 222 (22 @3 E); 246 (80 @ 2 E); 254 (20 @ 3 E); 260 (6 @ 6
E); Prussia 2 (2 @ 2 E); 17 (7 @ 2 E); 23 (4 @ 11 E); 32 (6 @ 3 E); 65 (4 @ 3 E). Shipping Weight = 12
lbs.
Estimated Catalog Value……………$2,000… Minimum Bid….$200
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98.

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: THE ROYAL WEDDING PHILATELIC PANELS COLLECTION: The Postal Commemorative Society’s commemoration of Princess Di’s magic moment, as recounted in panels and pictures produced for about 44 different Commonwealth nations. The album also
contains 19 different souvenir sheets from Liberia commemorating “her story in stamps from 1961 to
1997”. Shipping weight: 6 lbs., 8 oz.
Estimated Retail Value = $220……………..Minimum Bid: $20

99.

WORLDWIDE: THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION BICENTENNIAL FIRST DAY COVER
COLLECTION: The Franklin Philatelic Society went overboard in producing this nicely presented and
illustrated folio of American revolutionary covers. Eighty seven (87) covers officially document the
American revolution from nations throughout the world. Shipping weight = 7 lbs. Six ounces.
Estimated Retail Value = $400………….. Minimum Bid:…..$30

100.

USSR: Mystic stamp album of the Soviet Union, spanning the years 1967 to 1991, the final years. Three
year sets (Mint, Never Hinged) of Russian stamps are included: 1986 (c.v. = $38.75); 1987 (c.v.= $1.50);
1991 (Scott c.v. = $31.50). Album and pages are in mint condition; must see to appreciate. Shipping
Weight:
4lbs., 14 oz.
Estimated Catalog Value = $135……………….Minimum Bid …… $30

101.

U.S.: 3 MYSTIC BINDERS and STAMPS: This box lot had you, the aspiring U.S. collector, in mind!!
Mystic Stamp Company of Camden, New Jersey published these informative albums and provided many
sets of stamps to fill in the album pages. The albums are in mint condition (sorry, no # 1 or 2), just awaiting your dreams of filling them up. Pages in the first album span the years 1847 to 1992, and the second
focuses on commemorative stamps from 1893 to 1991. Packets of mint, never hinged stamps were also
sent by Mystic to its customers, with approximately 1,000 stamps waiting to be mounted. Finally, there is
also a third album, containing FDCs for the years 1993 to 1995, with additional empty space for 1995 and
1996. A dazzling array of wondrous material to embark on your journey through the stamps of the
U.S.A. Shipping weight = 18 lbs.
Estimated C.V……………………….$800…..Minimum Bid …….$200

102.

U.S.: THE PRESIDENTIAL INAUGURATION COLLECTION: A Mystic Album providing space
for inaugural covers and narrative for each of the Presidents from Dwight Eisenhower through Ronald
Reagan. Thirteen inauguration covers are included, cataloged against the Brookman Catalog - which to
the best of our knowledge is the only one to list such inauguration covers. Shipping Weight = 2 lbs.
Actual C.V…………………….$100…..Minimum Bid………..$25

103

U.S.: FDCs GALORE: This is the END of our FDC fire sale! A collection of FDCs from 1932’s #
632 through 2000’s #3521. A mix of addressed and unaddressed covers contained in 10 dealer boxes
with approximately 3500 covers. One of the boxes has a mix of air post and postal stationery first day
materials. There is a box of oversized FDCs and First Day souvenir booklets. A great lot for the begin
ning, intermediate or expert FDC collector. Shipping weight = 78 1/2 lbs.
Estimated C.V…………………$2,500+….Minimum Bid …….$250

104.

U.S.: PHILATELIC HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN WEST: Your chance at American westward
expansion through the 19th century. The Postal Commemorative Society produced this collection of
roughly 150 commemorative, cacheted covers housed in a nice leatherette binder. Shipping weight = 4
lbs.
Estimated original retail value:………..$1,000...Minimum Bid…..$25

.
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Rocky Mountain Philatelic Library “Lots” Auction - Saturday, October 4, 2008
To be entered into the auction, a mail bid must arrive before 4 pm, Friday, October 3, 2008
at the RMPL, 2038 S. Pontiac Way, Denver, CO 80224. Telephone bids will not be accepted; e-mail bids to the RMPL (www.rmpldenver.org) are okay, provided they are submitted no later than 4 pm, Friday, October 3rd.
Name_____________________________________________________________________
Address_____________________________________________________________________
City ______________________________State____________Zip______________________
Business Phone _____________________Home Phone______________________________
E-Mail_____________________________________________________________________
Signature ___________________________________________________________________

Lot #

Bidding Increment:
Up to $24.99
$24.99 to $49.99
$50 to $99.99
$100 to $499
$500+

My MAX Bid Amount

=
=
=
=
=

$ 1.00
$ 2.00
$ 5.00
$10.00
$20.00

You may increase my MAX. bid by
one increment to break a tie (write in
YES)

Total Lots Purchased:
Final Bid Amount:
__________
X 4.4% Local Sales Tax __________
(no sales tax, out of staters)
TOTAL:
__________
+ S/H for mail bidders __________
GRAND TOTAL
__________

